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5 new factions, who resemble the factions from the vanilla but have ... jumping into Prophesy of Pendor, it's quite hardcore
compared to the .... T. The D'Shar Principalities. The Empire. The Kingdom of Pendor.. Hey guys, welcome to my first tutorial
in awhile, Prophesy of Pendor Faction guide! Below are wiki links that .... Prophesy of Pendor is a total conversion mod for
Mount and Blade: Warband. ... a balkinized medieval country where various factions wage war against each .... Today we will
take a look at the hardy northmen-ish people of POP 3.9.4! Wiki Link (I take most of my notes from .... A description of tropes
appearing in Prophesy of Pendor. ... Sarleon are two classical European fantasy factions, Fierdsvain being primarily Norse
inspired while .... My favorite faction is the Baccus Empire because that there are many bandit parties and there units are better
then most of the other factions.. Today we take a look at the renowned Ravenstern kingdom and their awesome Ravenstern
Rangers! King and .... I have a question about this mod. What is the faction with which i can play the whole game with? As in
which is the most versatile and doesn't .... Yet, the legends live on of a prophesy of hope. A tale of a champion who comes from
a distant shore and unites the lords of Pendor under a .... If you are interested in troops of the factions you named, count
Fierdsvain out, since they are probably the weakest faction in the game. Ravenstern has the best archers and all their troops are
good. The Empire has strong troops and they have really good heavy cavalry, also they look way cooler than Ravenstern.. The
factions of Pendor Pendor is a wide and vast land, containing several different factions who are constantly shifting between war
and peace.. making it the most balanced as they have met cavalry heavy cavalry infantrymen spearmen for tonight's .... For
Mount & Blade on the PC, a GameFAQs message board topic titled "Prophesy of Pendor factions".. It can show you the state of
all the factions strength although take it with a ... In prophesy of pendor, keep in mind that archery is most definitely ....
Prophesy of Pendor General Features (WB Included). Thread: ... 6 Playable Factions with extended troop trees for each (15-19
per tree).. Page 13 Read Guide 3 from the story Prophesy of Pendor by MarineSoap ... Different factions can obtain different
Knighthood Orders; Sarleon, .... But i don't see there any "leave kingdom" button nor any other way :(. If I just lose all my fiefs,
faction still exists. I'm playing Prophesy of Pendor .... Install this and you get a whole new world with its own backstory, heroes,
factions and equipment. Personally, I'd prefer something historical done .... We take a quick look at all five main factions from
the low fantasy mod Prophesy of Pendor. King Ulric link: ... 3d0d72f8f5 
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